116 steps to climb to a beautiful view!

**Gravelines**

**From Vauban to the Icelanders**

- **9km — 2h00**
- **Starting point:** Memorial Place Albert Denvers

---

**Advice**

- Do not overestimate your capacities
- Make inquiries about weather conditions
- Prepare your route
- Choose appropriate equipment
- Respect the Highway Code, other path and road users
- Respect the signposting and the amenities along the route
- If there are changes to the routes, follow the new signs
- Respect the inhabitants, their cultures
- Protect the environment, fauna and flora: your litter with you

---

**Rives de l’Aa et de la Colme Tourist Office**
2 rue Léon Blum - 59820 Gravelines
tel: 03.28.51.94.00
contact@gravelines-tourisme.fr
www.tourisme-gravelines.fr

Find us at
Gravelines Tourisme

---

**Openings**

- **April, May, June and September:**
  - Saturday, Sunday
  - 2pm to 6pm
- **July and August:**
  - Wednesday to Sunday
  - 2pm to 6pm
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**Le Phare de Petit-Fort-Philippe**
1. Facing the Arsenal's bridge take on your right side. Pass alongside the « Allée des Marronniers » taking the path overhanging it to reach the parapet walk.

2. Follow this path; enjoy the view over the port, the guardhouse and the view over the channel from the Belvedere.

3. Down the cobbled road turn left, keep going straight then take the 2nd left to pass alongside the Channel until the Lighthouse.

4. Arrived at the beach Optional: Go straight to take the jetty (3km there and back)
   Go along the dyke and then the beach, continue into the strip of dunes then turn right (A). Keep going straight, pass between the camp sites and the farm.

5. Enter the « Parc du Polder », follow the grass path that crosses the meadow and passes alongside the river.

6. Cross the « voie des enrochements » few meters away on the right and continue through the parc. Go alongside the river, keep straight up to 1.5km on the « Nord banc » road (B). Take right and reach the road.

7. Head towards the wooden bridge on the other side of the roundabout (C). Take left, cross the water plan and keep left until the road.

8. Turn left then right just after the cobbled path. You are in the Family Gardens. Follow the road, keep straight after the first intersection.

9. Take right at the crow’s feet and cross the locks. Reach the bridge on the right and follow the road to get back at your starting point.